Rule Alteration Revision Proposal

- Included in Section 9
- Advise Proposer and Bureau
  - Proposer advised in minutes
    - Yes
      - Adopted
      - Yes
        - Present to Plenary
        - Draft text for proposal of change in Plenary document
          - Consider the effects on other/existing rules
            - Yes
              - New Rule
              - Revision
              - Clarification
            - No
            - Yes
              - Action required
                - Discuss with proposer to understand requirements. Instigate within 28 days
  - No
    - Advise proposer of bureau decision
      - Yes
        - Approve by bureau to action to next stage
          - Yes
            - Present to Plenary
            - Draft text for proposal of change in Plenary document
              - Consider the effects on other/existing rules
                - Yes
                  - New Rule
                  - Revision
                  - Clarification
                - No
                - Yes
                  - Action required
                    - Discuss with proposer to understand requirements. Instigate within 28 days
  - No
    - Advise proposer of bureau decision

-Forward to CIG President

-Forward to Chairman of Rules Committee

-Advise Bureau and acknowledge to proposer within 14 days of receipt